Precision of higher order aberration repeatability with NIDEK OPD-scan retinoscopic aberrometry.
To evaluate repeatability of the total high order aberrations with a retinoscopic wavefront sensor. This prospective case series analyzed 12 eyes from 6 patients who underwent wavefront measurement using retinoscopic aberrometry with the NIDEK Optical Path Difference Scan (OPD-Scan). Four consecutive wavefront measurements of each eye were taken by two trained examiners for 5.8+/-0.8-mm and 8.2+/-0.6-mm pupils (P=.002, Wilcoxon test). Total high order aberrations out to the eighth order were assessed including third order coma, third order trefoil, fourth order quadrafoil, fourth order secondary astigmatism, and fourth order spherical aberrations. Differences between measurements of all of the variables were analyzed. A P value <.05 was considered statistically significant. Repeatability analysis of the root-mean-square of total higher order aberrations, coma, trefoil, quadrafoil, secondary astigmatism, and spherical aberrations for both dilated and nondilated pupils did not show a statistically significant difference among all repeated measurements, except for trefoil and secondary astigmatism (analysis of variance and the Friedman test). The repeatability of total higher order aberrations was 0.15 microm for nondilated pupils and 0.18 microm for dilated pupils. Except for trefoil measurements, all high order aberrations showed reproducibility >0.15 microm when Zernike coefficients were analyzed individually. The NIDEK OPD-Scan aberrometer measures total higher order astigmatism and most individual aberrations with acceptable repeatability. However, measurement of trefoil with this instrument is less repeatable.